2008 smart

I just downsized from a huge full size sedan to the fortwo and I couldnt be happier. Well worth
the purchase, despite the funny looks people give. I'm 6'2 and its surprisingly spacious. I've
now put , miles in my smart fortwo and still absolutely love it. Of 60 cars I have owned, this
fortwo is one of my favorites! I've had no problems, only basic service It is a very small, easy to
maneuver and park automobile. The only thing that ever worries me are how other drivers are
so aggressive and when on the interstate, I keep my distance so that crazy drivers who tailgate
or change lanes without blinkers do not get too close. I love this car. Now over 77, miles and
recently replaced front brakes, battery, tires. AC still blows cold, will have it refrigerated soon
and gas mileage is better than ever! It's like new, love, love the interior. It's roomy, comfortable,
the best looking red and black cloth seats and dash. Peppy engine. Love the transmission. The
complaints about the transmission are unfounded. Just let it shift, don't floor the gas, this car is
a city car and if driven reasonably, the engine has power and the tranny shifts better than
[non-permissible content removed]! Really, it is not a sports car and if driven like you live in the
city, it performs flawlessly. I Iive in the mountains and it goes up the steepest hills and has hill
ascent and descent control which helps a lot. All cars should have it. On the highway it is
stable, a little loud. And I'm averaging 38 to It's all I need and the build quality is Mercedes. The
AC is wonderful. Very cold and strong. The packaging is amazing, roomy and stylish. I WILL buy
another!!! I love my Smart passiion. I have less than miles on it. The first time i had to use the
horn, it does not work, the plastic part on the door hinge is missing. I bought a platinum ext
warranty at the time and was told it covered bumper to bumper for 5 years. Now they told me
the horn problem is not covered and the door hinge missing part is not covered either. I won't
touch any MB either, Lexus gave much better service and had no problems. My 08 smart just
turned 50K miles and now I am told that it needs a new engine. I am warning social media to
consider other auto companies when it comes time to purchase a vehicle. My wife and I
purchased our smart in , paid way to much. The original dealer dropped it, like no one knew that
was coming and then went to Mercedes. Other then being treated like a red headed step child by
the dealer, probably because this thing is so cheap the car is not bad. I now have 25K miles on
it and drive it like you beat a rented mule. No real problems to speak of. I use Royal Purple in it
and find that seems to work best for oil. I run with the big dogs on the highway and like it a lot.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home smart smart fortwo Used smart fortwo
Consumer Reviews. Used smart fortwo Consumer Reviews More about the fortwo. More about
the fortwo. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all fortwos for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the fortwo. Sign Up. The Smart Fortwo is a tiny, fuel-sipping city car
for those whose daily driving limits them to congested downtown streets. As a second,
commuting-only car, it's wonderful, but those with room for only one vehicle in the garage may
want to consider a larger subcompact or compact car. Revolution, dud or something in
between? The Smart Fortwo could be any of these, but which one depends on how Americans
respond to this long-awaited city car as it starts to trickle into dealerships around the country.
The previous generation has sold more than , units in other parts of the world since , appealing
to urban customers who gravitated to its sky-high fuel economy and park-anywhere size. While
most Americans have probably seen a Smart car, only time will tell how many pick one as their
daily commuting partner. Not that it comes as a news flash, but the Mercedes-built Smart is
small. Really small. It seats only two people, with a fair-sized trunk above the rear-mounted
engine. Yet that silver or black strip that loops around the Fortwo's side is what differentiates
this minicar from the E-Z-GO. Known as the Tridion safety cell, this cage of high-strength steel
allows the Smart car to withstand impacts as well as or better than much larger cars. An
impressive array of other safety systems -- side airbags, antilock brakes, brake assist, stability
control and traction control -- add to its ability to thwart occupant injury. Plus, axles placed
close to the passenger compartment provide additional protection in side impacts. Other
markets get diesel and turbocharged gasoline engines, but the America-bound Fortwo will only
come with a 1. Saddled with 71 horsepower, this powertrain will be able to motivate the 1,pound
Smart from zero to 60 mph in The wonky five-speed automanual transmission found in the last
Smart car has been replaced by an allegedly improved one, which makes us wonder how awful
the predecessor was, considering the new car's herky-jerky motions and extreme shift lag. After
a quick drive, it will leave you wondering how it's in any way superior to a traditional automatic
or clutch-pedal manual. In total, the Smart has just enough pep around town, but it feels
woefully lackluster and a little worrisome on the highway. But that's a pretty good way to sum
up the entire Smart Fortwo experience. For those who spend 90 percent of their driving time by
themselves in traffic or meandering through congested city streets, the Fortwo makes sense as
long as they can put up with the wonky transmission. Its tiny dimensions make finding a parallel
parking spot a relatively simple exercise -- although the new model is now too long to be parked

perpendicularly on the street. Also, speeds in the city should rarely get so high that the mere
sight of a Navigator makes you pack the dashboard with statues of St. But for those who
routinely drive on the highway, the Fortwo just doesn't make sense -- even if it gets excellent
gas mileage. A similarly priced subcompact will handle high speeds better; ditto the more
expensive but greener Prius. The Smart Fortwo isn't a good choice for most consumers, but for
certain urban-based drivers, it's most definitely worth consideration. The Smart Fortwo is a
two-seat, subcompact city car available in two body styles. The hatchback Coupe is offered in
Pure and Passion trim levels, while the convertible Cabrio only comes in Passion. The base
Pure comes with inch steel wheels, keyless entry, leather steering wheel and electric rear
window defroster. Power steering, air-conditioning, radio, power windows and alloy wheels are
optional on the Pure. The Passion gets all those basic features, plus a panorama glass roof,
sport steering wheel with shift paddles, power heated side mirrors and a CD player. The Passion
Cabrio adds an upgraded stereo with MP3-compatible in-dash six-CD changer, along with a
manually operated canvas roof. Passion options include partial leather upholstery and
additional gauges. The Smart Fortwo is powered by a 1. Surprisingly, it requires premium fuel.
The maximum speed is 90 mph, with a mph time of A five-speed automanual transmission
drives the Fortwo's rear wheels and is shifted without a clutch pedal via a simple
console-mounted stick and column-mounted paddles on Passion models , and there is a fully
automatic mode as well. With its 8. The Smart Fortwo comes standard with side airbags,
antilock brakes, stability control, traction control and the trademark Tridion safety cell with front
and rear crush zones. In government frontal crash testing, the Smart Fortwo coupe achieved
four out of five stars for driver protection and three stars for passenger protection. It achieved a
perfect five-star rating for side crash protection. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
testing, the Fortwo earned a perfect rating of "Good" for both frontal-offset and side-impact
safety. A car with a wheelbase as short as many vehicles' widths shouldn't be expected to glide
down the road like a Mercedes S-Class, but the new Smart Fortwo manages to deal well with
bumps and thumps. High-speed stability is also pretty good, although strong crosswinds can
wreak havoc on its boxy shape. Handling largely depends on how one equips the Smart Fortwo.
A base Pure model with manual steering and narrow inch front tires feels ponderous and the
front tires give up quickly in corners. Upgrading to power steering and wider tires provides a
more adept driving experience, and actually makes zipping through city streets fun.
Unfortunately, the Smart's wonky automanual transmission is its most significant drawback and
a potential deal-breaker. The shift lag particularly between 1st and 2nd borders on the absurd,
requiring you, when in manual mode, to lift off the gas during shifts to prevent the car from
lurching forward and your neck from snapping back when the gear finally engages. In automatic
mode, it's hard to prevent the lurching at all. Another drawback is the floor-mounted brake
pedal, which can require an awkward foot and leg motion for some drivers. Although certainly
snug, the Smart Fortwo offers a surprising amount of space for two people as the name would
suggest. In particular, the driver seat is friendly for taller drivers, unlike subcompacts like the
Honda Fit and Toyota Yaris. The passenger seat is also offset 6 inches to the rear to increase
legroom, and it can fold flat to increase cargo space. The trunk can hold 12 cubic feet of cargo
when packed to its roof line, or a more realistic 7 cubes when packed to the waistline. Interior
design is simple yet handsome, resembling something that could have been penned by Ikea.
There are a number of monochromatic and two-tone interior options available to liven things up,
while the standard cloth upholstery features whimsical patterns. The Pure is extremely
bare-bones, so we'd suggest springing for the much better-equipped Passion. The Used smart
fortwo is offered in the following submodels: fortwo Hatchback, fortwo Convertible. Available
styles include pure 2dr Hatchback 1. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Shop Edmunds'
car, SUV, and truck listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified
pre-owned CPO smart fortwo for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're interested in
and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used smart fortwo. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out smart lease specials Check out smart fortwo lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. Home smart smart fortwo Used smart fortwo

Review. View Photos. Appraise this car. Herky-jerky automanual transmission, pricey compared
to larger subcompact cars, awkward floor-mounted brake pedal, not suited for highway travel.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The Smart Fortwo is an all-new brand and model in the United States for , sold at a
select number of United Auto Group and Mercedes-Benz dealerships across the country. Read
more. Write a review See all reviews. I just downsized from a huge full size sedan to the fortwo
and I couldnt be happier. Well worth the purchase, despite the funny looks people give. I'm 6'2
and its surprisingly spacious. Bought a with 29, miles. I've now put , miles in my smart fortwo
and still absolutely love it. Of 60 cars I have owned, this fortwo is one of my favorites! I've had
no problems, only basic service It is a very small, easy to maneuver and park automobile. The
only thing that ever worries me are how other drivers are so aggressive and when on the
interstate, I keep my distance so that crazy drivers who tailgate or change lanes without
blinkers do not get too close. I love this car. Now over 77, miles and recently replaced front
brakes, battery, tires. AC still blows cold, will have it refrigerated soon and gas mileage is better
than ever! It's like new, love, love the interior. It's roomy, comfortable, the best looking red and
black cloth seats and dash. Peppy engine. Love the transmission. The complaints about the
transmission are unfounded. Just let it shift, don't floor the gas, this car is a city car and if
driven reasonably, the engine has power and the tranny shifts better than [non-permissible
content removed]! Really, it is not a sports car and if driven like you live in the city, it performs
flawlessly. I Iive in the mountains and it goes up the steepest hills and has hill ascent and
descent control which helps a lot. All cars should have it. On the highway it is stable, a little
loud. And I'm averaging 38 to It's all I need and the build quality is Mercedes. The AC is
wonderful. Very cold and strong. The packaging is amazing, roomy and stylish. I WILL buy
another!!! Read less. I love my Smart passiion. I have less than miles on it. The first time i had to
use the horn, it does not work, the plastic part on the door hinge is missing. I bought a platinum
ext warranty at the time and was told it covered bumper to bumper for 5 years. Now they told me
the horn problem is not covered and the door hinge missing part is not covered either. I won't
touch any MB either, Lexus gave much better service and had no problems. Daimler Won't
Back. My 08 smart just turned 50K miles and now I am told that it needs a new engine. I am
warning social media to consider other auto companies when it comes time to purchase a
vehicle. See all reviews of the Used smart fortwo. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the fortwo. Sign
Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. The check-in process to even look at the cars is totally understaffed. I
waited for 10 minutes while she waited on one customer and there were still other people after
him I ended up leaving cuz I don't have all day to even assess a vehicle that you don't have
pictures of on the website. This place was great and very clean. After visiting 2 other
dealerships prior As soon as we got to del toro and we saw customer parking we knew we were

in the right place. He's an honest man of his word. I missed the opportunity to buy classic from
him, because he told another person who was driving from two away he wouldn't sell it until he
seen it. When did sell the car. He was courteous enough to call me, and let me know. Possibly
the best experience I've had buying a vehicle! Doug is one of the nicest guys you'll ever deal
with. Got me awesome financing! Found my Ram online, went in and bought it the same day!
Drove miles for this truck and the hospitality when I got there was amazing, I would deal with
them anytime. Ray called me as I asked for someone to do so, due to me not being able to see
the phone or company info. He was friendly and gave me the information to apply online. Very
quick and friendly service. Financial portion extremely impressed. I wpuld recommend them to
everyone. The overall experience with Randy was straight forward and professional. Was very
knowledgeable of what I was looking for to suit my needs. Dealer never responded back and I
got spam texts and emails after giving them my information. The owner contacted me within a
few hours with all the requested information. The follow up email was professional. The website
was great, offering great insight to the cat I am interested in. Although I wasn't able to get the
vehicle I wanted Andy let me know that I was on the right path. He let me know that he would
only run my credit if needed but if he seen a bump he would hold off. If your looking for a
vehicle speak with Andy he is up front and not just trying to make a sale. I will definitely go back
when I get some of this negative equity off my car I have now. This truck sold but they had
another one that was the twin to this one. I ended up buying it before it even hit the lot.
Excellent people to work with. Very good experience. Truck was exactly as advertised. Cameron
and Mike were very helpful and great guys to work with. Thank you both. He responded very
quickly, and answered my question -- which required him to crawl under the vehicle-- so he did
a good job. I would say that his quick and accurate responce was much better than average
when you ask a question at a dealership. Quick reply to my web inquiry. Provided the requested
information. Offered suggestions about how he could help me with the vehicles he had at his
dealership. Very forthright. The smart fortwo makes its U. An eco-friendly mini-car best suited
for urban roads, the fortwo comes in three trims that sound like tropical drinks: pure, passion,
and the passion convertible. The '08 fortwo measures 8. Gas mileage comes out to around 40
mpg, and top speed hits 90 mph. The trunk holds 8 cubic feet of cargo. If you're worried about
safety, the smart fortwo features a "safety cell" consisting of three layers of steel. So far, the
fortwo gets props for its unique look and stable ride. On the other hand, remember that the
fortwo rides best in the city, so make sure not to veer off onto the highway. Overall, the fortwo
looks like a cool car that should do well in a marke
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t looking to go green. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find smart fortwo listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?

